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THE THREAT
Ransomware has proven a particularly destructive threat for organizations of all sizes and industries. When carried 
out, this leading attack type presents many complex issues. Its most common variants encrypt the local system 
and network shares, then demand some form of ransom to obtain a decryption key. Victims of these attacks pay the 
ransom and hope that the attackers deliver a working decryption key, depending on if their goal is to make money or 
disrupt business operations. 

THE CHALLENGE
The initial ransomware or related malware infection often starts with an unsuspecting user opening an email 
attachment that carries the malicious payload. The malware attacks the victim’s system, encrypting or 
compromising files on the host and accessible file shares, then spreads to other hosts if possible. 

Network file shares can be especially vulnerable, providing a fertile ground for the malicious code to encrypt or 
corrupt files and a pathway for the infection to spread. An infected host with access to essential files can cause 
significant damage before an organization recognizes the situation.  

Sophisticated ransomware 2.0 attackers conduct internal reconnaissance to find sensitive or critical data to 
encrypt, often exfiltrating it for more significant monetary gain.

Mitigation and remediation after a ransomware attack can be time-consuming and expensive, making prevention,  
early detection, and the ability to slow an attacker’s progress before it causes extensive damage a priority.
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ATTIVO NETWORKS® SOLUTION
The Attivo Networks® ThreatDefend™ platform combats ransomware, and related malware, using a combination of 
the BOTsink® server hosting decoy systems, including network file shares, and the Endpoint Detection Net (EDN) 
suite. The suite places deceptive assets on the endpoints, including decoy credentials, misleading AD query results, 
and fake file shares. The EDN anti-ransomware feature also monitors IoCs and suspicious behaviors like encryption of 
files, folders, decoys documents, etc. The solution triggers high-fidelity alerts based on the observed behaviors.

As these attacks typically impact local and network files, attackers will engage deceptive assets stored on the 
BOTsink® server if they follow the fake mapped shares. They will also engage with the decoys if they steal the 
planted credential bait or follow the deceptive results from AD queries. Any contact with these decoys immediately 
triggers an alert and engages the attacker within the deception environment. Their attack becomes preoccupied with 
a virtual reality derailing it, giving the incident response team time to react.

ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the leader in identity detection and response, delivers a superior defense for preventing 
privilege escalation and lateral movement threat activity. Customers worldwide rely on the ThreatDefend™ 
Platform for unprecedented visibility to risks, attack surface reduction, and attack detection. The portfolio 
provides patented innovative defenses at critical points of attack, including at endpoints, in Active 
Directory, and cloud environments. Attivo has 150+ awards for technology innovation and leadership. 
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